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MIDDLE CONNECTION UNIVERSAL RADIATOR
In addition to compact panel radiators,
Caloree universal panel radiators patented
bottom connection component allows an
alternative connection method. This
connection allows the radiator to be installed
to the systems from the bottom of the radiator
giving the radiator a more esthetic look by
hiding the connection pipes. Caloree universal
radiators can be produced with right, left top
bottom middle connections for maximum
efﬁciency using with insert and thermostatic
head is adviced. The plastic plugs must be
replaced with the blind plugs if the bottom
Compact panel radiators consist of 4 pcs R1/2" side connection holes

connection is not used.

and 33 mm optimum pitch distances.

INSERT AND M30X1,5
THERMOSTATIC HEAD
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UNIVERSAL
PANEL RADIATOR
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TYPE 10

TYPE 11

HEAT OUTPUTS

HEAT OUTPUTS

21

TYPE 21

TYPE 22

HEAT OUTPUTS

HEAT OUTPUTS

FOR DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES (f) CORRECTION
FACTOR TABLE
tg - tç

f=

60ln

Qn= Qh x f

tg-to
tç-to

f : Correction factor
Qn : New heat output
n : A-verace; 1,35
Qh : Heat output at (90/70-20°C)
tg= Inletwater temperature.°C
tç= Outletwater temperature.°C
to= Room temperature.°C

CALCULATION OF NEW HEAT OUTPUT WITH USING (F) FACTOR:

TYPE 33
HEAT OUTPUTS

Radiator type = 22
Height = 600mm
Lenght = 1000mm, (22/600/1000)
Water inlet temperature: 60 C°
Water outlet temperature : 40 C°
Room temperature: 22 C°
The table on the right side , water inlet 22 ° C ambient temperature from 40 ° C to 60 ° C
water outlet temperature found the f = 0336.
At page 8 Type 22/600/1000 90/70/20 C° heat output Qn is 2220 watt
For 60/40/22 C° new heat output is:
Q = Qn / f
Q = 2220 x 0.336 = 746 Watt

WATER
INLET 75 C°

WATER
INLET 65 C°

Photos are taken by thermal camera at 20 C°
room temperature you can see movement
of hot water and T calculation
T= (75+65)/2-20
T= 50

△
△

△

The circulation of hot water in radiators were taken by the thermal camera step by step.
The movement of the yellow color indicates the portions of the hot water in the radiator.

INSTALLATION METHODS OF
PANEL RADIATORS

Hot water enters from top, exits from
bottom of the same side. Most energy
efﬁcient and used type.

This method is for Universal Panel Radiator which
connected bottom pipes.
This method has advised for long
radiators which has the three times more
length than height.

This connection is not advised, Efﬁciency
of radiator is reduced %20 by this method.
Serial connection method. Total heat output musn't exceed 8000-9000 watt.
Later radiator water inlet temperature is lower than former so heat outputs
must select carefully for each panel.

INSTALLATION METHODS OF

HOOK SIZES FOR

PANEL RADIATORS

DIFFERENT LENGTHS

A=L-200 it has valid for the radiator lengths
between 300 -1400 mm
Until 1400 mm lengths radiator have 4 hooks
1500 mm and longer radiator have 6 hooks

If you want to use heat output of the panel radiator at the
maximum level, you must install it under the window.
Transportation of the heat is %80 convection and %20 by
means of radiators. Putting clothes closing top grill of the
radiator effects heat output.
Under normal condition radiators near environment must
be open , not closed by sofa an goods of house.

L CONSOLE SIZES

L CONSOLE ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLY STEPS OF
PANEL RADIATOR WITH L CONSOLE
ASSEMBLY KIT

- Connect L console to the Wall with screw like side drawing
- Put L conscoe plastic in the place
- Cut L console area packaged radiator and take safety plastics on the hook
- Hang radiator by means of hooks to the L consoles
- Arrange radiator straight position up and down.
Sigh with a pen suitable position of L consoles
-Take radiator to the ﬂoor again
- Sign assembly holes on the wall
- Take off L consoles
- Drill assembly holes and put anchor. Put L consoles and screw to the anchor
- Hang radiator to the wall
- After completing installation unpackage radiator

TYPE 10 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

TYPE 21 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

DIMENSIONS WITH L CONSOLE

DIMENSIONS WITH L CONSOLE

TYPE 11 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

TYPE 22 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

DIMENSIONS WITH L CONSOLE

DIMENSIONS WITH L CONSOLE

You must arrange your pipes

You must arrange your pipes

dimensions according to the table

dimensions according to the table

TYPE 33 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

C CONSOLE SIZES

DIMENSIONS WITH L CONSOLE

You must arrange your pipes
dimensions according to the table

MIDDLE CONNECTION RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

C CONSOLE

DIMENSIONS WITH L CONSOLE

ASSEMBLY STEPS

The pipes connection axes should be arranged
according to above chart. Hot water inlet and
outlet has showing on picture. Shown in the
illustration on the right top of the ﬁttings with
insert and thermostatic setting group must be ﬁtted.

From the ﬂoor arrange your C consoles min 10 cm height and sign assembly holes for drilling.
Drill the holes and put anchors. Assembly C consoles with screw to the wall.

TYPE 21 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR
ASSEMBLY DIMENSIONS WITH C CONSOLES

TYPE 22 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR
ASSEMBLY DIMENSIONS WITH C CONSOLES
Put the radiator slightly bending position on the plastic
nails of C consoles. Pull up springy top nails of C
consoles and pull up to the radiator to the wall.

TYPE 33 COMPACT AND UNIVERSAL RADIATOR
ASSEMBLY DIMENSIONS WITH C CONSOLES
Release spring nails and be sure connected with grill.

FLOOR FIXING CONSOLE

L = Panel length
L1= L - 2.(116,5)
Quantity of ﬂoor ﬁxing console different length;
L (300-1400 mm) 2 pcs
L (1500-3000 mm) 3 pcs

You must arrange your pipes dimensions according to the below table. Hot water
inlet and outlet pipes show at the picture. The picture shown at the top right and
thermostatic insert ﬁttings with setting group must be ﬁtted.

After arrange L1 dimension according
to the previous page sink the connection
holes to the ﬂoor. After drilling put
anchors and assembly with screws.

Assembly plastic covers to the down parts of console.

Take side covers and top grills of radiator
out and put it down between convectors.

Finally, assemble the top grill and side covers connection
Assembly top connection parts of console.

by plugging the radiator installation.

TYPE 10 VERTICAL FLAT RADIATOR

VERTICAL FLAT RADIATOR

ASSEMBLY DIMENSIONS

ASSEMBLY STEPS WITH C CONSOLE

1-2. Connect L console to the wall with screw like side drawing. Bottom side of the radiator must be
minimum 10 cm. up from the ﬂoor. Put L console plastic in the appropriate place. Hang radiator by means of
hooks to the L consoles Cut L console area packaged radiator and take safety plastics on the hooks.

TYPE 20 VERTICAL FLAT RADIATOR

3. Hang radiator to the L console. After completing installation unpackage radiator.

ASSEMBLY DIMENSIONS

4. Assembly security wires top of the radiator according to the instruction.

SECURITY WIRES
ASSEMBLY STEPS

Please follow the connnection
steps of security wires to
assembly ﬁttings of the radiator.

Drill the wall put the dowel

Put spacer to the wire

After edge of the wire

Connect M4 screws to

You can see ﬁnished

to the hole. Connect the

later rotate wire around

must be pass inside of

the spacer and screw

position of the security

security wire to the wall

the ﬁtting

spacer

them carefully until

wire

washer and screw.

tighten

TRANSPORT, PRELIMINARY PREPARATION

TRANSPORTATION

AND ASSEMBLY

WARNINGS

A) Carefully cut bending.
B) Using a sharp Inife, cut
through shrink-wrap plastic. Be
sure not to damage surface of
radiators.
C) Rol lup bending and dispose

Rotate top rad ator
on pallet nto vert cal
pos t on. Try to avo d
sl d ng and scrap ng.

of all packaging materials
correctly.

-Assembly your radiator to an authorized plumber
-Please handling and shipping operations as the original one. Please protect the package and product from
any damages factors (Moisture, water, shock, etc).
-After unpacking the product , dispose the waste material to the suitable disposal area.
-Don't open package before ﬁnishing paint or stucco works
-Assembly kits are inside of the package right side

Take hold of radiator in both hands, taking care on
sharp edges. Lift radiator supporting it from below,
bending knees if the radiator is lower than waist

Never lift or carry radiator in ﬂat position. This brings weight
forward leading to stooping and back strain. This position may
also damage the radiator, especially sectional ones.

height. Keep back straight and carry radiator close to
the body. Or, use non-marking fabrik straps through
apertures in radiator.

Ensure wall bracket clamps are ﬁtted correctly onto the rear face
of the radiator, and that wall brackets are securely ﬁxed in the
correct position before attempting installation onto wall. This
will eliminate unnecessary handling.

PANEL RADIATOR TECHNICAL AND WORKING

MAINTANCE AND

CONDITION SPECIFICATIONS

WORKING CONDITIONS

6 different heights (300,400,500,600,750,900 mm ) the lengths start from 300 mm to 3000 mm (increasing

- During transport and installation radiator must protect against hit and impacts. Because of electrostatic

100 mm) 5 different types (10 P, 11 PK, 21 PKP,22 PKKP, 33 DKEK)

powder coating technology it is difﬁcult to repaint your radiator again like original are after hitting like original.

Radiator type: Suitable for hot water

- Radiators must stock without humidity environment and without unpackaged.

Maximum operation pressure: 10 bar

- Assembly kit must take out cutting package carefully with a knife.

Test pressure: 13 bar

- Assembly must ﬁnish without open package. (Just only hooks area must cut with a knife carefully)

Maximum working temperature: 110 C°

- Wall connection must be done straight and carry inside water with a safe.

Standard Color: White (RAL 9016) Pitch: 33,3 mm

- During heating and cooling radiators length can change a bit and cause noise. To avoid voice L console

Material: DIN EN 10130 Dc01

plastic must put on the L console before installation.

Warranty: 10 years

- Assembly and leaking test must make with authorized plumber. Extreme load of pipe connections cause
damage of ﬁttings and leaking.
- Panel radiator tested at 13 bar max operating pressure is 10 bar . During installation leaking test must be
done under 10 bar and against pressure increasing don't test your radiator with network water system
directly. (In this case radiator is out of warranty)
- During painting of walls don't open package of radiators
- If there is a water noise inside of radiator. Water inlet valve must open more than water outlet valve.
- Don't leave radiator waterless. It cause corrosion and leaking holes , changing. Water frequently cause ﬁll
year radiator with new oxygen and increase corrosion, leaking. (In this case radiator is out of warranty)
- Against unsifﬁcient heating , noise corrosion take inside air carefully by airvent.
- If inlet water pressure stay under suitable conditions, your radiator couldn't take enough hot water and heat
output will reduce. In this case un heated regions could be seen on the radiator.
- Your radiator not suitable for using extremely moisture environment (Bath, hammam, steam room). In this

For 1 meter panel rad ator.

case radiator is out of warranty.
- The heating mustn't decline under 0°C where your radiator installed. It cause freezing of water inside the
radiator and damage it.
- Your radiator is guaranteed 10 years.
- Radiator is produced according to the EN 442 standard
- Be careful water quality inside the panel radiator. (Especially oxygen and lime content)
- The main water quality indicators should not exceed values listed at left.
The total content of chloride and sulphate ions cannot exceed 150 mg/I. (50mg/I for copper pipes
installations.)
Oxygen content cannot exceed 0,1 mg/I
Water pH should not exceed the range of 9,5-11,5.
General hardness cannot exceed 30 ppm

WARRANTY CONDITIONS

CALOREE warrants that during the warranty period, the product will, with normal use and service, be free from
faulty parts, manufacture.
Please approve your warranty form to authorized seller.
Don't delete or change information on the warranty form.
Please use your radiator according to the maintenance and working conditions information.
Cause of faulty type selection and assembly, radiator is out of warranty.
Unauthorized plumbers assembly and maintenance cause radiator is out of warranty.
Damages during loading, unloading and transports hit and impacts, chemical effects cause radiator is out of
warranty.
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